Exosomal ANXA1 derived from thyroid cancer cells is associated with malignant transformation of human thyroid follicular epithelial cells by promoting cell proliferation
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Abstract. Exosomes are nano-sized extracellular vesicles that can be released from cancer cells. It has been shown that cancer cell-derived exosomes may be associated with carcinogenesis by transferring signaling proteins from malignant to neighboring non-malignant cells. In addition, annexin A1 (ANXA1) is a well-known oncogene, that can be released from extracellular vesicles by cancer cells. However, the role of exosomal ANXA1 in the cell-to-cell communication of thyroid cancer and thyroid follicular epithelial cells remains unclear. In the present study, the protein expression levels of ANXA1 in thyroid cancer tissues and thyroid cancer cell-derived exosomes were analyzed using western blot analysis. In addition, Cell Counting Kit-8 and Transwell assays were used to determine cell viability and invasion, respectively. The protein expression levels of ANXA1 were increased in thyroid cancer tissues and thyroid cancer cell lines. In addition, overexpression of ANXA1 significantly increased the proliferation and invasion of the SW579 cells, while knockdown of ANXA1 expression exerted the opposite results. Furthermore, ANXA1 was transferred from the SW579 cells to the Nthy-or13-1 cells via exosomes. Exosomal ANXA1 markedly promoted the proliferation, invasion and epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition of the Nthy-or13-1 cells. In addition, SW579 cell-derived exosomal ANXA1 promoted tumor growth in a xenograft mouse model. Collectively, these findings indicated that SW579 cell-derived exosomal ANXA1 promoted thyroid cancer development and Nthy-or13-1 cell malignant transformation. Therefore, these findings may aid in the development of effective treatment methods for thyroid cancer.

Introduction

Thyroid cancer is the most common type of endocrine malignancy, with a steadily rising incidence rate over the past few decades worldwide (1). The incidence rates of thyroid cancer in women are three times higher compared with that in men. Thyroid cancer is the fifth most common diagnosed malignancy in women in USA (2,3). There are four main types of thyroid cancer and are described as follows: Papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC), follicular thyroid carcinoma (FTC), undifferentiated anaplastic thyroid carcinoma (ATC) and medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC), according to their histological structure (4-6). It is important to note that the majority of thyroid carcinoma cases are derived from thyroid follicular epithelial cells and mainly include PTC, FTC and ATC (7-9). Recently, several traditional treatment methods, including surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy, have been used for the treatment of thyroid cancer (10). The overall 5-year survival rates of PTC and FTC are >90%; however, patients with ATC and MTC exhibit a 5-year survival rate of <10 and 70%, respectively (11-13). Therefore, it is of considerable importance to investigate potential molecular targets and determine novel treatment strategies for patients with thyroid cancer.

Exosomes are nano-sized vesicles, with diameters ranging from 40 to 150 nm and a lipid bilayer membrane that allows their release by almost all types of cells (14,15). In addition, exosomes are enriched with various bioactive molecules, such as cell-surface proteins, lipids, RNA and DNA (16). It is important to note that exosomes have been shown to play essential roles in intercellular communications, notably during the development of human cancer (17). It has also been shown that tumor cell-derived exosomes, containing bioactive molecules, are involved in the interaction between tumor and para-carcinoma cells, which contributes to the remodeling of the extracellular environment (18).

It has been shown that annexin A1 (ANXA1) protein expression level was increased in various types of human cancer, such as prostate, breast and liver cancers (19-21). In
addition, the gene and protein expression level of ANXA1 was associated with the aggressive behavior of human cancer, such as breast and pancreatic cancers (22,23). Furthermore, Zhao et al (24) found that overexpression of ANXA1 could promote PTC cell migration and invasion. However, the role of ANXA1 in the intercellular communication of thyroid cancer and thyroid follicular epithelial cells remains unknown.

In the present study, the protein expression level of ANXA1, which is a multifunctional protein (25), was examined in the TT MTC and in the SW579 ATC cell lines. In addition, the effects of ANXA1 overexpression and knockdown on the proliferation and invasion of the TT and SW579 cells were also examined. Furthermore, it was investigated whether SW579 cell-derived exosomal ANXA1 could be transferred to the thyroid follicular epithelial cell line, Nthy-ori3-1 and promote its malignant transformation. These findings may aid in the development of specific treatment strategies for thyroid cancer.

Materials and methods

Data collection and differential expression analysis. To identify the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between thyroid cancer tissues and adjacent normal tissues, their raw gene expression profiles were downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO), including the gene set enrichment (GSE) database (TCGA_THCA dataset; https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/src/base/R-4/) and the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) databases (TCGA_THCA dataset; https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/repository). R language (v4.0.3, https://cran.r-project.org/src/base/R-4/) was used to analyze the DEGs that exhibited statistical significance. P<0.05 and log2 fold change>|2 were set as the threshold. The overlapping DEGs were identified using a Venn diagram from the GSE33630 and TCGA datasets. Functional analysis was performed using gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA; software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/index.jsp) using screening standards, and P<0.05 (28,29).

Human tissues. The thyroid cancer and adjacent normal tissues (2 cm from the tumor tissue) from three patients with thyroid cancer were obtained from Zhongshan Hospital, Fudan University (Shanghai, China) between September 2017 and January 2020. The patients included 1 male and two females (median age, 59 years; range, 49-71 years). Patients who underwent local or systemic treatment prior to surgery were excluded from the study. The inclusion criteria included a diagnosis of thyroid conditions and a diagnosis of carcinoma based on the criteria of histology and pathology. The present study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Zhongshan Hospital, Fudan University (Shanghai, China) and written informed consent was provided by all the patients.

Cell culture. The 293T cell line, the human TT MTC, the SW579 ATC and the human Nthy-ori3-1 thyroid follicular epithelial cell lines were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection and cultured in DMEM, containing 10% FBS (both from Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) and penicillin and streptomycin (100 U/ml) at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2.

Western blot assay. The Nthy-ori3-1, TT and SW579 cell lines were lysed using RIPA lysis buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). The total protein was obtained and the protein concentration was quantified using a bicinchoninic acid protein assay kit. A total of 30 µg protein/per lane was separated using 10% SDS-PAGE and subsequently transferred onto a PVDF membrane. Subsequently, the membrane was blocked with 5% skimmed milk at room temperature for 1 h, then incubated overnight at 4°C with the primary antibodies against ANXA1 (cat. no. ab214486; 1:1,000), E-cadherin (cat. no. ab231303; 1:1,000), N-cadherin (cat. no. ab76011; 1:1,000), CD81 (cat. no. ab79559; 1:1,000), CD9 (cat. no. ab236630; 1:1,000), phosphorylated (p)AKT S473 (cat. no. ab81283; 1:1,000), AKT (cat. no. ab89402; 1:1,000), Bax (cat. no. ab182733; 1:1,000), p-SMAD2 (cat. no. ab188334; 1:1,000), SMAD2 (cat. no. ab40855; 1:1,000), β-actin (cat. no. ab8226; 1:1,000), CD63 (cat. no. ab314045; 1:1,000), TSG101 (cat. no. ab25011; 1:1,000) (all from Abcam). Subsequently, the membranes were incubated with the HRP-conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (cat. no. ab7090; 1:5,000) or HRP-conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary antibody (cat. no. ab7068; 1:5,000) (both from Abcam) at room temperature for 1 h. Finally, the blots were developed using ECL reagents (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) and quantified using Image Pro Plus v6.0 (Media Cybernetics, Inc.) software.

Cell transfection. The pLVX-IRES-Puro ANXA1 cDNA lentiviral plasmids [ANXA1-overexpressing (OE) and lentivirus-containing short hairpin (sh)RNA targeting ANXA1 (ANXA1 shRNA1 and ANXA1 shRNA2)] were purchased from Guangzhou Ribobio Co., Ltd. The 293T cells were transfected with the aforementioned lentiviral plasmids (0.5 µg/µl) and the third-generation lentivirus packaging system (0.3 µg/µl pLP/VSVG, 0.5 µg/µl pLP1, 0.5 µg/µl pLP2) using Lipofectamine® 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) for 72 h at 37°C. Then, the supernatant containing infectious lentivirus was collected and the lentiviruses were transduced into the TT and SW579 cells for 72 h, at a multiplicity of infection of 10. After 72 h of transduction, the infected cells were selected using puromycin (2 µg/ml) for 1 week. The following shRNA sequences were used: ANXA1 shRNA1, 5'-TCTTTAGTTCTTGTGAAAGGTATGTTTTCCACACGATCTTTGCAAAAGACTAAGATTTTT-3'; ANXA1 shRNA2, 5'-GCCGAATAGGGTATCAGCAGAATTATACCAAGAGATATCCTGTCATGGCCTTATGGGCTTTT-3' and ANXA1 shRNA3, 5'-GGGAGATGCAAATGCTTGACACATATTCAAGAGATATCAGGCAAACTGGCTTCTGAGATAGACTTTTTT-3'. Western blot analysis was used to verify the transfection efficiency of the lentiviruses in the TT and SW579 cell lines, transfected with shRNA NC, ANXA1 shRNA1, ANXA1 shRNA2, ANXA1 shRNA3, ANXA1 OE or OE NC plasmids. The cells in the control group did not receive any treatment.

Cell viability assay. Cell proliferation was determined using a Cell Counting Kit (CCK)-8 (Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology) assay according to the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, a total of 5x10³ TT and SW579 cells were seeded in 96-well plates and incubated for 24, 48 and 72 h. A total of 10 µl CCK-8 reagent was added into each well and the cells were incubated for a further 2 h. The absorbance values were measured at 450 nm using a Multiskan™ flow cytometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.).
Flow cytometry assay. The number of apoptotic cells was detected using a FITC Annexin V apoptosis detection kit (BD Biosciences). Briefly, a total of 1x10⁴ TT and SW579 cells were collected and resuspended in 200 µl binding buffer. Subsequently, the cells were stained with 5 µl Annexin V-FITC and 5 µl PI staining solution for 15 min in the dark. The induction of cell apoptosis was analyzed using a FACSCalibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) and the CellQuest™ Pro software (v.5.1; BD Biosciences).

Transwell invasion assay. Cell invasive ability was assessed using Transwell chambers (Corning, Inc.) coated with Matrigel (BD Biosciences) for 5 h at 37°C. The TT and SW579 cells (2x10⁵ cells per well) suspended in serum-free DMEM were seeded on the underside of the 24-well plate-sized inserts. Then, 600 µl DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS was plated onto the lower chambers. The cells were incubated for 24 h at 37°C and the invasive cells on the lower surface were stained with 0.1% crystal violet for 30 min at room temperature. A total of 5 fields of view were randomly selected and visualized using light microscopy (Olympus Corporation). The number of chamber-invasing cells was calculated using Image-Pro plus v6.0 (Media Cybernetics).

Exosome isolation and characterization. The SW579 and Nthy-ori3-1 cells were collected and the exosomes were isolated from the conditioned media (CM) of SW579 and Nthy-ori3-1 cells using the GETTM Exosome Isolation kit (GeneExosome Technologies). The number of cells was quantified using a Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis instrument (Particle Metrix GmbH). In addition, exosomes were placed on a copper grid for 5 min, which was stained with 2% phosphotungstic acid for 3 min at room temperature. Subsequently, the exosomes were captured using transmission electron microscopy.

The SW579 cells were transfected with ANXA1 shRNA2, shRNA NC, ANXA1 OE or OE NC plasmids. Then, the Nthy-ori3-1 cells were incubated with the exosomes isolated from the CM of the aforementioned transfected SW579 cells. In addition, the Nthy-ori3-1 cells were incubated with the exosomes isolated from the CM of SW579 cells transfected with ANXA1 shRNA2, shRNA NC and treated with 10 ng/ml TGF-β1 at 37°C for 48 h.

Exosome uptake. The SW579 cell-derived exosomes were labeled with PKH26 dye for 30 min in the dark. The labeled exosomes were incubated with the Nthy-ori3-1 cells for 24 h at 37°C. Subsequently, cellular uptake of PKH26-labeled exosomes was observed by fluorescence microscopy. The nuclei were stained with DAPI for 5 min at room temperature. The cytoskeleton of the cells was stained with phalloidin for 1 h at room temperature.

Co-culture system. The fluorescent dye, Cy3 labeled with ANXA1 was synthesized and purified by Guangzhou RiboBio Co., Ltd. Following which, the SW579 cells were transfected with Cy3 labeled-ANXA1 using Lipofectamine® 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) for 24 h at 37°C. Then, the transfected SW579 cells suspended in DMEM were seeded onto the Transwell® polyester permeable supports, while the Nthy-ori3-1 cells suspended in DMEM were seeded onto the lower chamber for 24 h at 37°C. Subsequently, images of the Nthy-ori3-1 cells were captured using a fluorescence microscope.

Animal study. The animal study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of Zhongshan Hospital, Fudan University (Shanghai, China). A total of 30 female BALB/c nude mice (8-weeks-old; 20-25 g) were purchased from the Shanghai SLAC Animal Center. The animals were housed under controlled environmental conditions (12 h dark/light cycle; 20-22°C; humidity, 55±5%), and allowed free access to normal food and water. The SW579 cells (1x10⁵ cells in 200 µl PBS) were subcutaneously injected into the left flank of the nude mice. When the tumors reached ~200 mm³, the animals were randomly divided into the following five groups: PBS, exosome (Exo)-OE NC, Exo-ANXA1 OE, Exo-shRNA NC and Exo-ANXA1 shRNA2. The exosomes were extracted from the SW579 cells transfected with OE-NC (Exo-OE NC), ANXA1-OE (Exo-ANXA1-OE), shRNA NC (Exo-shRNA NC) or ANXA1 shRNA2 (Exo-ANXA1 shRNA2) plasmids. Subsequently, the mice were intravenously injected with PBS, Exo-OE NC, Exo-ANXA1 OE, Exo-shRNA NC, Exo-ANXA1 shRNA2 every 2 days. The tumor volume and size were measured every week. The tumor volume was calculated using the following formula: Volume = (length x width²)/2. Then, the mice were sacrificed on day 21 (40% CO₂ volume/min) and the tumors were removed.

Immunohistochemistry (IHC). Ki67 expression in the tumor tissues was assessed using IHC analysis. Briefly, the tumor tissues were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 h at 4°C, embedded in paraffin, then cut into 4-μm thick sections. Following which, the sections were fixed on a glass slide, then deparaffinized in xylene and rehydrated in a graded alcohol series (100, 100, 90 and 75% for 20 min). Subsequently, the slides were heated in citrate buffer at 80°C and incubated with 3% hydrogen peroxide for 10 min at room temperature. After blocking with 5% BSA (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) for 40 min at 37°C, the sections were incubated with a rabbit antibody against Ki67 (1:100 dilution; cat. no. 27309-1-AP; ProteinTech Group, Inc.) overnight at 4°C. After washing three times with PBS, the sections were incubated with a secondary antibody (1:100 dilution; cat. no. SA00007-7; ProteinTech Group, Inc.) at 37°C for 1 h. Next, the sections were visualized with DAB reagent for 5 min at room temperature, then counterstained with Mayer's hematoxylin for 40 sec at room temperature. Finally, the slides were examined under a fluorescence microscope. Image Pro Plus v6.0 (Media Cybernetics, Inc.) software was used to analyze the area and intensity of the positive staining field of the tumor tissues.

TUNEL assay. An in situ cell death detection kit [Roche Diagnostics (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.] was used to evaluate cell apoptosis in the tumor tissues. Briefly, the tumor tissues were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 h at 4°C, embedded in paraffin, then cut into 4-μm thick sections. The slides were stained with TUNEL reagent for 60 min at 37°C. Cell nucleus was stained with DAPI for 5 min at room temperature in the dark. Following which, the slides were washed with PBS.
three times (5 min each time), then mounting medium (all from ASPEN Biotechnology LLC) was added to the slides. Then, the TUNEL-positive cells were observed in five random microscopic regions using a fluorescence microscope. Image Pro Plus v6.0 (Media Cybernetics, Inc.) software was used to analyze the area and intensity of the positive staining field of the tumor tissues.

Statistical analysis. All statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism v7.0 (GraphPad Software, Inc.) software. The differences between 2 groups were analyzed using an unpaired Student’s t-test. The differences between >3 groups were analyzed using one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test. The data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference. All experiments were performed in triplicate.

Results

Identification of DEGs in thyroid cancer. To identify the DEGs between thyroid cancer and adjacent normal tissues, the GSE33630, from the GEO database, and TCGA datasets were analyzed. Volcano plot analysis revealed that a total of 1,635 and 5,312 DEGs were identified in the GSE33630 and TCGA datasets, respectively (Fig. 1A and B). The expression level of ANXA1 was increased in thyroid cancer tissues in the two datasets. In addition, 371 common downregulated DEGs and 589 common upregulated DEGs were identified in two datasets using a Venn diagram (Fig. 1C). Furthermore, the expression levels of ANXA1 in 512 thyroid cancer tissues were higher compared with that in 59 adjacent normal tissues in TCGA dataset (Fig. 1D). Previous studies have shown that ANXA1 expression was upregulated in various types of human cancer, suggesting that this protein may act as an oncogene and promote carcinogenesis (23,24,30). GSEA revealed that the genes associated with ANXA1 expression were markedly enriched in the apoptotic pathway (enrichment score, 0.54; normalized enrichment score, 2.05; P<0.05) and were involved in cell-cell communication (enrichment score, 0.60; normalized enrichment score, 2.15; P<0.05) (Fig. 1E). Therefore, ANXA1 was selected for subsequent analysis.

ANXA1 is overexpressed in thyroid cancer. To investigate the role of ANXA1 in thyroid cancer, western blot analysis was used to evaluate the protein expression levels of ANXA1 in thyroid cancer and adjacent normal tissues, and in cell lines. As shown in Fig. 2A, the protein expression level of ANXA1
was increased in thyroid cancer tissues compared with that in matched normal tissues. In addition, the protein expression levels of ANXA1 were significantly increased in the TT and SW579 cell lines compared with that in the Nthy-ori3-1 cell line (Fig. 2B). Furthermore, ANXA1 protein expression levels were markedly downregulated in the TT and SW579 cell lines transfected with ANXA1 shRNA plasmids (Fig. 2C). The data revealed that ANXA1 shRNA2 downregulated ANXA1 more significantly than ANXA1 shRNA1 in the TT and SW579 cell lines; thus, ANXA1 shRNA2 was used in the following experiments. In addition, the protein expression levels of ANXA1 were notably elevated in the TT and SW579 cells transfected with the ANXA1-OE plasmids (Fig. 2D). Collectively, the data indicated that ANXA1 was overexpressed in thyroid cancer.

**Downregulation of ANXA1 induces apoptosis and suppresses proliferation and invasion in the thyroid cancer cells.** The CCK-8 assay was performed to assess the effects of ANXA1 on the proliferation of the TT and SW579 cells. Overexpression of ANXA1 notably promoted the proliferation of the TT and SW579 cells, while ANXA1 knockdown inhibited cell proliferation (Fig. 3A). In addition, downregulation of ANXA2 induced apoptosis in the TT and SW579 cells (Fig. 3B). Furthermore, the TT or SW579 cells transfected with ANXA1-OE plasmids exhibited increased cell invasive ability compared with that in the cells transfected with OE-NC, while the cells transfected with the ANXA shRNA2 plasmids displayed the opposite result (Fig. 4A). Lastly, overexpression of ANXA1 markedly decreased E-cadherin protein expression levels and increased N-cadherin expression levels in the TT and SW579 cells, while ANXA1 knockdown displayed the opposite result (Fig. 4B). Collectively, the data indicated that downregulation of ANXA1 could induce apoptosis and inhibit proliferation and invasion in the thyroid cancer cells.

**ANXA1 is transferred from the SW579 to the Nthy-ori3-1 cells via exosomes.** It has been shown that ANXA1 can be transferred from tumor cells to recipient cells via exosomes (31). Therefore, the present study examined whether ANXA1 could be transferred from the SW579 to the Nthy-ori3-1 cells via exosomes. Exosomes were isolated from the CM of SW579 and Nthy-ori3-1 cells. Exosomes secreted from the SW579 and Nthy-ori3-1 cells indicated a typical round-particle structure with a diameter range of 50-150 nm (Fig. 5A and B). In addition, western blot analysis confirmed the presence of the exosome markers, CD81, CD63, CD9 and TSG101 in the exosomes extracted from the SW579 and Nthy-ori3-1 cells (Fig. 5C). Furthermore, the protein expression levels of ANXA1 were
Figure 3. Downregulation of ANXA1 suppresses proliferation and promotes apoptosis in the thyroid cancer cells. (A) Proliferation and (B) apoptosis of the TT and SW579 cells transfected with ANXA1 shRNA2, ANXA1 OE or NC plasmids was measured using a Cell Counting Kit-8 assay and flow cytometry, respectively. **P<0.01 vs. OE NC; ##P<0.01 vs. shRNA NC. sh, short hairpin; OE, overexpression; NC, negative control; ANXA1, annexin A1.

Figure 4. Downregulation of ANXA1 inhibits the invasion and EMT in the thyroid cancer cells. (A) Proliferation of the TT and SW579 cells transfected with ANXA1 shRNA2, ANXA1 OE or NC plasmids was analyzed using a CCK-8 assay. (B) Western blot analysis was used to analyze the protein expression level of E-cadherin and N-cadherin in the TT and SW579 cells transfected with ANXA1 shRNA2, ANXA1 OE or NC plasmids. **P<0.01. sh, short hairpin; OE, overexpression; NC, negative control; ANXA1, annexin A1.
upregulated in the SW579 cell-derived exosomes (SW579-exo) compared with that in the Nthy-ori3-1 cell-derived exosomes (Fig. 5D and E).

To determine whether the Nthy-ori3-1 cells could uptake SW579-exo, the Nthy-ori3-1 cells were incubated with PKH26-labeled SW579-exo. The SW579-exo were internalized by the Nthy-ori3-1 cells (Fig. 5F). In addition, the SW579 cells transfected with Cy3 dye-labeled ANXA1 were co-cultured with the Nthy-ori3-1 cells, and Cy3 dye-labeled ANXA1 was observed in the Nthy-ori3-1 cells (Fig. 5G). Subsequently, the Nthy-ori3-1 cells were incubated with exosomes derived from the SW579 cells transfected with the OE-NC (Exo-OE NC), ANXA1-OE (Exo-ANXA1-OE), shRNA NC (Exo-shRNA NC) or ANXA1 shRNA2 (Exo-ANXA1 shRNA2) plasmids. The protein expression levels of ANXA1 were increased in the Nthy-ori3-1 cells incubated with Exo-ANXA1-OE, whereas the Nthy-ori3-1 cells incubated with Exo-ANXA1 shRNA2 displayed the opposite result (Fig. 5H). These results suggested that ANXA1 could be transferred from the SW579 cells to the Nthy-ori3-1 cells via exosomes.

**Exosomal ANXA1 promotes malignant transformation of the Nthy-ori3-1 cells.** To further investigate the role of Exo-ANXA1-OE or Exo-ANXA1 shRNA2 on the Nthy-ori3-1 cells, CCK-8, flow cytometry, and Transwell invasion assays were performed. Exo-ANXA1 shRNA2 induced apoptosis and caused a significant suppression in the proliferation and invasion ability of the Nthy-ori3-1 cells compared with that in the Exo-shRNA NC group (Fig. 6A-C). By contrast, Exo-ANXA1-OE increased the proliferative and invasive abilities of the Nthy-ori3-1 cells compared with that in the cells transfected with Exo-OE NC (Fig. 6A and C, respectively). In addition, Exo-ANXA1-OE notably upregulated the protein expression levels of p-AKT, p-SMAD2 and N-cadherin and downregulated the protein expression levels of Bax and E-cadherin in the Nthy-ori3-1 cells compared with that in cells.
Figure 6. Exosomal ANXA1 promotes malignant transformation of the Nthy-ori3-1 cells. The SW579 cells were transfected with ANXA1 shRNA2, ANXA1 OE or NC plasmids, then the Nthy-ori3-1 cells were co-cultured with exosomes isolated from the conditioned medium from the transfected SW579 cells. (A) Cell Counting Kit-8 assay, (B) flow cytometry assay and (C) Transwell assay was analyzed to determine proliferation, apoptosis and invasion, respectively. *P<0.05, **P<0.01. sh, short hairpin; OE, overexpression; NC, negative control; ANXA1, annexin A1; Exo, exosomes.

Figure 7. Exosomal ANXA1 promotes the malignant transformation of the Nthy ori3-1 cells via the activation of TGF-β/Smad2 and Akt signaling. The SW579 cells were transfected with ANXA1 shRNA2, ANXA1 OE or NC plasmids, then the Nthy-ori3-1 cells were co-cultured with exosomes isolated from the conditioned medium from the transfected SW579 cells. The protein expression level of (A) p-Akt and Bax, and (B) p-Smad2, E-cadherin and N-cadherin in the Nthy-ori3-1 cells were determined using western blot analysis. *P<0.05, **P<0.01. sh, short hairpin; OE, overexpression; NC, negative control; ANXA1, annexin A1; Exo, exosomes; p, phosphorylated.
transfected with Exo-NC. However, the Nthy-ori3-1 cells transfected with Exo-ANXA1 shRNA2 exhibited the opposite results (Fig. 7A and B). Furthermore, Exo-ANXA1-shRNA2 significantly decreased the protein expression level of p-Smad2 and N-cadherin and increased the protein expression level of E-cadherin in the Nthy-ori3-1 cells; however, these changes were reversed by TGF-β1 treatment (Fig. S1A and B). Collectively, the data suggested that exosomal ANXA1 could promote malignant transformation of the Nthy-ori3-1 cells via the TGF-β1/Smad2 pathway.

Exosomal ANXA1 promotes the tumorigenesis of thyroid cancer cells in vivo. The effects of exosomal ANXA1 on the growth of SW579 xenografts in vivo were investigated. Exo-ANXA1-OE increased tumor volume and weight compared with that in the Exo-NC group, while the opposite results were observed in the Exo-ANXA1 shRNA2 group (Fig. 8A-C). In addition, Ki67 IHC and TUNEL assays indicated that Exo-ANXA1-OE markedly promoted the proliferation of thyroid cancer cells and inhibited the induction of their apoptosis in vivo compared with that in the Exo-OE NC group (Fig. 8D). By contrast, Exo-ANXA1 shRNA2 notably suppressed cell proliferation and triggered apoptosis in the thyroid xenografts compared with that in the Exo-shRNA NC group (Fig. 8D). Furthermore, Exo-ANXA1-OE markedly increased the protein expression level of p-Smad2 and N-cadherin and decreased the protein expression level of E-cadherin in thyroid xenografts, whereas the opposite results were observed in the Exo-ANXA1 shRNA2 group (Fig. 8E). Collectively, the data indicated that exosomal ANXA1 could promote tumorigenesis of thyroid cancer cells in vivo.

Discussion

Exosomes have been shown to participate in cancer progression by transferring bioactive molecules, such as proteins, between tumor and non-malignant cells in the tumor microenvironment (14,15,32). Tumor-derived exosomes were associated with cancer development and progression, as they are critical components of oncogenic transformation (33). The present study investigated whether the exchange of exosomal
proteins between thyroid cancer and recipient cells affected cancer progression. The data indicated that ANXA1 protein expression was increased in thyroid cancer tissues and in thyroid cancer cells. In addition, overexpression of ANXA1 significantly promoted thyroid cancer cell proliferation and invasion. ANXA1 could be transferred from the SW579 cells to the Nthy-or13-1 cells via exosomes. Furthermore, exosomes with upregulated ANXA1 expression markedly promoted the proliferation, invasion and epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) in the Nthy-or13-1 cells, thereby promoting malignant transformation of the Nthy-or13-1 cells. These data showed that exosomes could serve as mediators for intercellular communication via the delivery of ANXA1. In addition, exosomal ANXA1, derived from SW579 cells, promoted thyroid tumorigenesis in vivo. Therefore, exosomal ANXA1 derived from the SW579 cells promoted thyroid tumorigenesis in vivo.

ANXA1 is a Ca^{2+}-binding protein, which has been shown to be upregulated in various types of human cancer, including thyroid cancer (19,24,30). Evidence has shown that the gene and protein expression level of ANXA1 was associated with the aggressive behavior of human cancers, such as breast and pancreatic cancers (22,23). In addition, Zhao et al (24) found that overexpression of ANXA1 could promote PTC cell migration and invasion. Cheng et al (34) demonstrated that ANXA1 notably promoted gastric cancer cell invasion. The results from the present study indicated that upregulation of ANXA1 protein expression level increased the proliferation, invasion and EMT of the SW579 cells, whereas ANXA1 knockdown displayed the opposite results. These results supported the finding that ANXA1 may act as an oncogene in the development of thyroid cancer (24).

It has been shown that cancer-secreted proteins can be delivered to recipient cells via exosomes. Subsequently, they play an important role in promoting cancer malignancy (35,36). Steinhaeuser et al (37) found that HER2-overexpressing breast cancer cell-secreted extracellular matrix protein 1 could promote breast cancer progression by enhancing cell migration and invasion. Wei et al (38) revealed that gastric cancer cell-derived exosomes could induce the malignant phenotype in the normal GES-1 gastric epithelial cells. Chen et al (39) demonstrated that epithelial ovarian cancer cell-derived exosomes could remodel macrophages to a pro-tumor phenotype. Peinado et al (40) demonstrated that melanoma-derived exosomes could reprogram bone marrow cells toward a pro-vasculogenic phenotype. The present study demonstrated that ANXA1 was directly transferred from the SW579 cells to thyroid follicular epithelial cells via exosomes. In addition, exosomal ANXA1 derived from thyroid cancer cells promoted the proliferation and invasion of thyroid follicular epithelial cells. Furthermore, the Nthy-or13-1 cells exposed to exosomal ANXA1 exhibited significantly increased protein expression of the EMT marker, N-cadherin and decreased protein expression of the mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition marker, E-cadherin. These results indicated that the Nthy-or13-1 cells could acquire increased invasiveness via EMT. Furthermore, exosomal ANXA1 increased p-SMAD2 and p-AKT protein expression in the Nthy-or13-1 cells, indicating that it could induce their pro-survival phenotype via the activation of TGF-β/SMAD2 and AKT signaling. These data suggested that SW579 cell-derived exosomal ANXA1 could promote the malignant transformation of the Nthy-or13-1 cells. Collectively, exosomes secreted from the SW579 cells could deliver ANXA1 into recipient cells, promoting tumorigenesis and inducing the recipient cells to acquire a malignant phenotype. In the present study, it was only investigated whether exosomal ANXA1-derived from the SW579 cells could affect thyroid tumorigenesis in vivo. However, in future research, the tumorigenic ability of the Nthy-or13-1 cells, that had been exposed to exosomal ANXA1, requires further investigation in vivo.

Furthermore, it was found that shRNA NC and OE NC plasmids did not affect the protein expression level of ANXA1 in the SW579 cells. Thus, shRNA NC and OE NC plasmids were used as the NC in the experiments. In addition, the protein expression levels of ANXA1 were increased in the Nthy-or13-1 cells incubated with Exo-ANXA1-OE plasmid, whereas the Nthy-or13-1 cells incubated with Exo-ANXA1 shRNA2 plasmid displayed the opposite result. These results suggested that ANXA1 shRNA2 and ANXA1-OE could be transferred from the SW579 cells to the Nthy-or13-1 cells via exosomes. Furthermore, Exo-shRNA NC significantly increased tumor volume and weight compared with that in the PBS group. However, Exo-ANXA1 shRNA2 markedly decreased tumor volume and weight compared with that in the Exo-shRNA NC group. Therefore, exosomes contained the lentiviral plasmids (ANXA1 or shRNA2). However, this was not verified due to limitations in laboratory technology, which can determine whether exosomes contain lentiviral vectors. Thus, further research is required to investigate whether exosomes contain lentiviral vectors in vivo.

The present study indicated a novel molecular mechanism underlying the crosstalk between thyroid cancer cells and thyroid follicular epithelial cells. This interaction may promote thyroid cancer progression and could be investigated therapeutically to develop novel treatment strategies for thyroid cancer.
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